We present a real-time parameter estimation method to extract cell-level parameters based on a one-diode model formulation during active shading. Active shading is accomplished by a custom fabricated Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystal (PDLC) screen controlled via relays and precicely timed to work in conjunction with a curve tracer and data acquisition system. Parameters are rapidly extracted and can be used to infer cell degradation and propensity to hot-spot generation. The parameter estimation method leverages an efficient initialization scheme using the Lambert-W function and asymptotic methods. Simulation and preliminary experimental results are provided.
Introduction
Although the solar industry has recently seen recordsetting gains in efficiency and deployment, we are only beginning to understand the degradation mechanisms that impact PV array performance over the life-time of the installation. It is for this reason that real-time degradation assessment tools capable of determining performance of modules in the field of operation are needed. If the tools area able to further refine degradation rate estimates, it may be possible to avert a number of unwanted events including damage to the array and lengthy down-times.
To this end, we have produced a PDLC 'smart window' technology on flexible plastic films as illustrated in Fig. 1 that enables precicely controlled active shading of individual cells in a module.
PDLC films are composed of a random array of liquid crystal domains embedded in a polymer matrix. When no electric field is present, the liquid crystal domains and their refractive index are randomly oriented leading to light scattering. When a voltage is applied, the domains become aligned which removes the random refractive index and the film becomes transparent. The PDLC light modulation uses pure scattering, not absorption, which has the advantage that all wavelengths of incident light are scattered with a very uniform spectral response. Further details of the use of PDLC to characterize cells under uniform illumination conditions can be found in [1] .
In this work, we utilize PDLC to actively probe each cell in a module during realistic operating conditions. By realistic operating conditions we mean that the module is providing power to a load during its characterization. The experimental details of the approach is given in Section 3.
Real-Time Parameter Estimation
Real-time parameter estimation presents significant challenges for PV arrays. There exists numerical challenges associated with local minima and parameter divergence [3, 7, 2, 5] . Local minima arise due to the highly nonlinear landscape which often makes gradient methods fail. A critical step in the estimation process is the initialization. Under uniform conditions, this is less of a challenge. However, if there is mismatch or other non-uniformities present, small perturbations can lead to incorrect results.
When applied to online data in the field, the fluctuating irradiance also presents significant challenges. It is for this reason that a capacitative curve tracer is highly desirable. We utilize a Day-Star 100C tracer in conjunction with a BK electronic load as discussed below in the experimental section.
Outline of Real-Time Parameter Estimation Steps
In this section, we outline our approach by considering a simulated example of a Kyocera KC50T module which contains 36 cells and 2 bypass diodes. For 35 cells, we assume the following uniform cell parameters: R s = 0.01 (Ohms), R sh = 150 (Ohms), I 01 = 1.9795 · 10 −10 (A), and I ph = 3.31 (A). For the last cell in the second group, corresponding to cell number 36, we assume that R sh = 20, representing a damaged cell. The procedure we outline below will be able to identify the damaged cell and extract an estimate of its parameters in real-time. A more realis-tic simulation example is presented in Section 3. The steps are as follows:
Step 1: Baseline and Shaded IV Curve Trace. As discussed above it is critical to obtain a baseline and shaded curve trace under uniform illumination conditions. During sporadic cloud cover this may be difficult. A procedure that minimizes the time between curve traces is discussed below. Since this example is in simulation, we assume no irradiance changes between the data sets. Fig. 2 ., depicts our simulated baseline and shaded cell (number 36) data.
Step 2: Baseline System Identification Assuming Uniform Parameters. Under uniform conditions, there are no 'kinks' in the IV curve and hence scaling rules apply. Fig. 3 ., depicts our cell parameter system identification results. We observe rapid convergence. The estimates are also fairly accurate despite our incorrect assumption of uniformity.
Step 3: Identify Shaded Cell Group Data by Monitoring Slope Change. A characteristic of all bypass-diode protected modules under non-uniform illumination is the presence of a 'kink' in the IV curve. By monitoring the slope change -this point can be rapidly determined.
Step 4: Extract Shaded Cell Group Data. Using the identified points from Step 3, the data set is readily extracted as shown in Fig. 4 (compare to Fig. 2 -top subplot).
Step 5: Compute Non-Shaded Cell Critical Regions using the Lambertian and Asymptotics. We assume that non-shaded cells are modeled by the parameters identified in Step 2. We define critical regions of non-shaded cells as the portions of the nonshaded cell IV curve for which V > V critical . V critical is the cell voltage V cell such that
where N = 18, the total number of cells in the mod- 
corresponds the voltage of the shaded cell in the reverse bias region. The idea is that at this point the negative reverse bias voltage of the shaded cell exactly cancels the positive contribution of the non-shaded cells operating in the first quadrant. The current value at which this occurs is exactly the point identified in Step 3 -the first 'kink'. Since all cells are in series, we know that V cell corresponds to this current value. The Lambertian formulation [4] together with the baseline cell parameters allows us to rapidly compute the region: V > V critical . This region is depicted Fig. 5 .
Step 6: Subtract Critical Regions to obtain Shaded Cell Data. The contribution to the IV curve after the first 'kink' in Fig. 2 is due to the reverse bias shaded cell and the remaining 35 non-shaded cells operating in the critical region shown in Fig. 5 . Hence, we subtract this out. The result is an estimate of the shaded cell IV curve. This is shown in Fig. 6 and includes part of its second quadrant behavior. To test the extraction procedure, we compare the extracted data of Fig. 6 in the first quadrant to a simulation in which we use that actual R sh − 20 (Ohms) of the damaged cell. This is shown in Fig. 7 . We observe excellent agreement despite our uniform parameter assumptions of Step 2. We note that the bypass diodes need not be taken into consideration during the subtraction. The primary reason for this is that the bypass diode I-V curve goes through the origin and therefore contributes zero current at zero voltage and negligible current values for positive cell voltages (first quadrant).
Step 7: Generate Key Data Points from Extracted Shaded Cell Data Set of Step 6. As is the case for the uniform system identification in Step 2, we extract the key points: (V mp , V oc , I mp , I sc ).
Step 8: System Identification of the Shaded Cell Extracted Data. Unlike in Step 1 where we used module data to infer (incorrectly) a uniform set of parameters for each cell, this time our data corresponds to a single cell only. Hence, we do not need to scale the input data set. Our results are shown in Fig.  8 .
Having illustrated the main steps and having shown successful detection of a damaged cell, we now show the same procedure applied to a cell that is not damaged. That is, the shaded cell has an R sh of 150 Ohms. The parameter estimates are shown in Fig. 9. 
System Identification Algorithm
We now outline the algorithm that is applied in Step 2 and Step 8. We choose four key points on the IV curve: (1) I-V short circuit, (2) I-V open circuit, (3) I-V Maximum Power Point (MPP) and (4) P-V Maximum Power Point (MPP). Point (4) refers to the voltage and associated power at the MPP. At the peak, the derivative, dP/dV , is zero. The one diode model is given by: where I ph (A) denotes the photo-generated current, I 0 (A) denotes the dark saturation current, q(Coulombs) denotes the electric charge carried by a single photon, k denotes the Boltzmann constant (J ·K −1 ), and T denotes the cell temperature (K). For convenience, we will also use the expression:
which is often termed the thermal voltage.
The four equations become:
where
sh R s V t We utilize Newton-Raphson's method leveraging an initialization based on a Lambert-W formulation and asymptotic methods [4] . This removes any guesswork from the algorithm and improves robustness as the initial conditions are determined semi-analytically. Despite only having four dimensions, without analytical initialization, we have often found that gradient algorithms become unstable or converge to a local minimum especially under non-uniform conditions.
The iterative equation we use is given by:
The components of F (M ) are given by:
The gradient is given by
Results
We first present a more realistic simulation example where we have a distribution of R sh parameters. The previous description in Section 2.1 assumed that all the parameters were uniform except for one cell. This certainly is not realistic and its impact on Step 2 of the above is not clear. That is, if there exists a nonuniform distribution, how sensitive are the parameter estimates assuming a single diode model with the appropriate scaling rules for a series connected module. We choose a Gaussian normal R sh distribution with mean 150 (Ω) and standard deviation of 15 (Ω). We assume that cell number 1 of group 2 has an R sh = 50 (Ω). The distribution is shown in Fig. 10 . We run the system identification algorithm presented in Section 2.2 and obtain the estimates shown in Fig. 11 ., that describe the panel data. It is clear that the algorithm was able to track the mean of the R sh distribution precisely.
We apply the remaining steps in Section 2.1 and obtain estimates for the bad cell (cell number 1 of group 2). This is shown in Fig. 12. 
IV Curve Trace during Realistic Operating Temperatures: The DayStar-BKDayStar Step
It is well known that operating cell temperatures can have a significant impact on cell parameters [8, 9] . We therefore have developed a systematic procedure in which a module or string can rapidly switch from an electronic load (BK) to a Daystar 100C curve tracer. This enables realistic, temperature dependent cell parameter extraction. An overview of the procedure is depicted in Fig. 14 . Two rapid I-V sweeps are performed for each module cell, once while the entire PDLC is transparent, and again immediately when the that module cell is shaded by its opaque PDLC cell. In between each cell data acquisition, the BK load is connected (via relays) to maintain operating cell temperatures. Our testing infrastructure that enables a precisely controlled PDLC shading is shown in Fig. 15 and further explanation delineating its operation can be found in [6] . Fig. 13 depicts preliminary results for a KC50T module. Verification of these results and application to our remaining 30 panels is currently being pursued and will be reported on in a future publication. 
Conclusion
A real-time parameter estimation method and operating principles were presented to enable cell level parameter extraction based on a one-diode model formulation during active shading. The method utilized active shading which was accomplished by precicely controlled PDLC shading screen. Utilizing the method, we were able to rapidly detect cells that could be mod- eled via low shunt resistance values. The parameter estimation method leveraged an efficient initialization scheme that made it robust to numerical challenges associated with gradient methods. We presented simulation and preliminary experimental results that depicted the accuracy of the method. In between each cell data acquisition, the BK load is connected (via relays) to maintain operating cell temperatures.
